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NZE: fall-rise followed by fall 

AuE: fall  then fall-rise 

AuE: series of continuation 
rises  

NZE: high rising terminals (syntactic 
declarative utterances) 

AuE:  declarative fall 

AuE: Question Rise (yes/no) 
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“I   never      know           like     the      ads   on T V       yeah” 
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No’ve gotta dingo open cut mine 



8      The western        side    of the pine    tree     okay 
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Intermediate phrase intermediate phrase    intermediate phrase 

Intonational phrase     Intonational phrase intonational phrase 

Nuclear accented words 
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And    I    go         in        there 

      H*    H* 
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“I   never      know           like     the      ads   on T V       yeah” 

      L+H*       L+H*              L*                                L+H*           L+H*     L+H* 
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 So  your  gravestones,   is  my          canoes”. 

       L+H*    L+!H*      H*            L+H* 
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Over the    top   of the millionaire’s  castle 

 L+H*  !H*        L+!H*  L+!H* 
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I  remember  when  that  was new 

  H*   !H*        !H* 
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No’ve gotta            dingo                 open-cut mine 

     H+ !H* 
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 you head      south  again 

  *?  L* H-  L* H-H% 
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So  your   gravestones,    is  my       canoes”. 

        L+H* L+!H*     L-           L+H*   L-L% 
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  To the right would be east 
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 if you   start  and           go  south 

               L* L-H% L*  L*   L*   H-H% 
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Have you       got              loose                            rubble? 

                         H*    H*     H-H% 
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Coming   around 

 H*      !H* L-H%                    

   Easterly direction but with a     bend 

     H*          L-H%                H*   L-H% 
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Now                     from              there.    
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An HRT has been phonetically defined as:

•   Tune that rises to a pitch level 40% higher 
“from where the rise commences” (Guy and 
Vonwiller, 1989)
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1.1  Is the 40% rule an effective phonetic indicator of an HRT?  
Where exactly is the starting point?  
i.e. the onset of the lead tone?  the “*” target in the accented 
syllable? 
1.2  Is there a phonetic difference between statement rises and 
question rises in the two HRT-using varieties? * 
1.3  If so,  how is it realized?  Endpoint (F0) or rise?  Pitch 
Accent type?  Alignment?  Combination of all, or some of the 
above? 
1.4 How should we model these rises? 
1.5 Is there an interaction with the pattern of accents in pre-
nuclear position 
1.6  Is the difference the same for all speakers, for all varieties? 

1. Simple Rises 
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statements 

statements & yes/no questions 

higher starting point 
- ie H* accents 

lower starting  

point - ie L* 
accents 

After Fletcher and 
Harrington (2001); 
Fletcher et al. 
(2002) 
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NZE High Rises

later 
alignment 

statements 

questions 
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